OccuLinq - The Safe Shopping Application
Seamless implementation of social distancing in retail

Automatic and intuitive customer flow management for a safe shopping experience

The safe shopping store
Integrating health and security
in the shopping ecosystem

Social distancing & entrance control
manager - The complete package
Improve customer experience and increase security

Adhere to social distancing advice

Prevent shrinkage in store

Ensure a full and continual compliance to
occupancy regulations by automatically
regulating customer flow. Occupancy
management is essential for effective
infection prevention.

Access control gates placed at entrance
firstly provide a clear visual indicator
of theft control measures that act as a
deterrent to potential shoplifters.

Once the maximum occupancy is
set in the application, the counting
devices (gate or overhead detectors)
count customers in and out. Through
automation, staff are kept safe from
exposure and can be dedicated to a
more value added task.

Infection control automation
OccuLinq automates social distancing
measures which assists with infection
mitigation strategies, but it can also be
combined with our specialist infection
control solution: H-Sense, for contactless
and automated infection prevention.
Incorporated into automatic access
control gates, H-Sense denies entry if
a user has an elevated temperature,
is not wearing a mask and/or sanitiser
was not dispensed from the automated
dispenser, converting your store into a
safe and sanitised area.

Secondly, the access control gates
enforce a one-way traffic system into the
store, which means due to wrong-way
detection, shoplifters cannot run in, grab
goods and leave through the same way
that they entered, providing efficient and
automated theft control in a usually unmanned area.

The safe store customer experience

The hard and software
What packages are available?

OccuLinq: The social distancing
manager & safe shopping app
The OccuLinq software automatically
and remotely counts the number of
people entering and leaving a given
site by working together with either an
OccuSense overhead counter or installed
Gunnebo speed gates which also have
counting capabilities.
The app can be accessed on iOS or
Android devices anywhere to visualize
live store occupancy statistics remotely.
Customisation tools allow you to create or
rename zones and amend capacity limits.

SpeedStile: Automated access control
Access control speed gates regulate the
flow of people. One-way flow control and
detection capabilities result in proven
reduced shrinkage.
Synced with OccuLinq, they allow
maximum occupancy automation, providing
contactless technology to facilitate social
distancing protocols.
A perfect combination of infection prevention
and theft reduction while maximising staff
efficiency, reducing staff exposure and saving
on costs to see high ROI.

OccuSense: Overhead people counter

OccuSign: Display screen at entrance

A purposely designed overhead people
counter using state of the art, dedicated
technology for the purposes of counting
entrants. Installed at front / exit of the store,
OccuSense accurately counts the number
of people passing through and sends the
relevant information to the OccuLinq app.
Occupancy levels are then automatically
updated and available remotely.

A digital display screen to be positioned
at front entrance to inform waiting
customers of occupancy availability and
whether they can proceed or should wait
in line for their safe shopping experience.

No image is recorded, ensuring complete
privacy and GDPR compliance. OccuSense
is used exclusively for counting passages for
social distancing occupancy management
and optimised customer flow rates.

The digital screen at point of entry is
constantly updated by the OccuLinq
app and gives a clear indicator of the live
remaining free capacity to the customers
waiting outside. By using an automatic
update, customer welcome notification
is instantaneous, entry / exit flows are
optimised and customer volumes are
always maximised.

H-Sense Infection Control Solutions
Combination of automated health screening technology for
increased three-fold protection
H-Sense FLs

H-Sense FP

Protecting stakeholders at store entrance via three-fold infection control system
H-Sense - our series of infection prevention solutions for entrance control can be built
into the access gates specified for use within the OccuLinq package - delivering a multifaceted approach to limiting the risks of infection at store site.

H-Sense has three methods of built-in infection control protection:
Detection of masks
permits access only when face mask is worn by user

Temperature screening
ensures body temperature is within the normal range

Hand sanitiser
a dose of hand sanitiser must be dispensed prior to entry

Stop infection at the entrance
H-Sense solutions provide contactless
and automated infection prevention and
control functionalities. Integrated in the
Gunnebo turnstile, they provide efficient
and easy to implement infection control
processes linked to the right of access
to the store, ensuring that protective
measures are properly and safely
enforced.
H-Sense infection control kit can be
selected for retrofit within existing
Gunnebo entrance gates, as well
as a complete solution for new gate
installation within premises.
By screening customers, employees and
visitors prior to entry, H-Sense models
ensure the retail space and the people
within it are kept safe and healthy.

Benefits for store management
• Automatic adherence to social distancing
occupancy guidelines
• Limit staff exposure
• Prevent shrinkage from theft
• Automated and contactless for increased
infection control and a safer shopping
experience
• Create a safe zone with visible prevention
for customer peace of mind
• Ensure accuracy and erase any chance of
human error
• Serves as proof of adhering to guidelines
for authority purposes
• Occupancy monitoring anywhere, even
whilst on the move

Gunnebo Social Distancing Manager
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